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Gloves for GMAW/SMAW

All Weld Warrior gloves have a high resistance to  
heat and offer additional protection against spatter.

Tested against mechanical stress such as  
abrasion, cut, tear, and puncture. 

Tested for thermal performance, such as  
exposure to an open flame, contact heat,  
convective heat, radiant heat, and small  
and large splashes of molten metal.

Heavy-duty black glove 0467 222 007

A welding glove made of black, strong cow-grain 
leather. High dexterity with Kevlar® stitching ensures 
that the glove can resist hard mechanical stress.  
The gloves are also fully welted.

Heavy-duty aluminized glove                 0700 005 010

A welding glove with two layers of cowhide capable  
of withstanding extreme heat – suitable for tubular  
wire welding. The facing of aluminum-coated PFR 
rayon reflects 95% of the thermal radiation. Gloves 
are padded with COMFOflex®  , and sewn with fourfold 
Kevlar.® The thumb is angled for high comfort.

Curved GMAW glove

Weld Warrior gloves offer a whole new approach  
to fit, form, and function. Ergonomically designed  
to fit the natural curve of the hand, these GMAW 
gloves are made from heavy and fine-cut leather,  
and are lined from hand to cuff. With the curved 
design, the glove fits the hand perfectly, and also  
has a flexible wrist area that reduces friction. With 
welted seams, Kevlar® stitching, and reinforced  
thumb, Weld Warrior gloves are ultra strong and  
offer the highest level of protection.

Size L 0700 005 043

Size XL 0700 005 040
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GTAW professional glove 0701 415 963

A quality GTAW gauntlet with a reinforced thumb and  
5.1 in.-long leather cuff. The palm is fully lined for  
increased comfort and protection.

Curved GTAW glove

You’ve never worn a GTAW glove quite like this.  
These Weld Warrior gloves are ergonomically  
designed to fit the natural curve of the hand, giving 
you quality and comfort like none other. Made from 
thin, high-quality leather with improved fit for higher 
dexterity, the gloves are highly durable, with welted 
seams and Kevlar® stitching. They’re also extremely 
lightweight for additional comfort.

Size L 0700 005 041

Size XL 0700 005 042

Gloves for GTAW and general handling
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